We apply a series expansion technique to estimate the water content distribution and front position in finite boundary conditions. We derive an approximate analytical solution of the Richards equation (RE) for the horizontal infiltration problem. The solution is suitable for arbitrary hydraulic diffusivity in water infiltration. Compared with the finite element method, two examples in power law diffusivity and van Genuchten model are shown to test the accuracy of present approximation.
Introduction
The Richards equation (RE) presents the movement of water in unsaturated soils [] . It is usually a nonlinear parabolic partial differential equation for one-dimensional horizontal infiltration problem, which can be expressed as [, ]
where θ is the volumetric water content of unsaturated porous media, x and t are the space and time coordinates, and D(θ ) is the hydraulic diffusivity. We consider the analytical solution in a finite domain  ≤ x ≤ L, which owns the Dirichlet boundary conditions
where θ L ( = θ  ) and θ  are constant moisture contents in wetting front analysis, and the initial condition is Motivated by the methods and approaches mentioned, we focus on analyzing the water infiltration varying from a transient state to steady one and try to approximate the changes of water profile. By a series expansion technique we construct an approximate solution about space variable x and water profile to approximate the water content distribution for arbitrary diffusivity in RE. In addition, we analyze the relationship of time variable t and θ in a definite space coordinate.
Wetting front analysis
The RE for horizontal infiltration with initial and boundary conditions equations ()-() in this paper is divided into two parts: water infiltration in semiinfinite layer and in finite layer by boundary analysis [, ] . Before the wetting front arrives at the boundary point x = L, it is considered as a semiinfinite boundary problem, which is well approximated by the 
with Dirichlet boundary conditions The analytical solution of equation () with () can be solved as
The solid lines in Figure  show the process of water infiltration varying from a transient flow to steady one. In this section, we construct an approximate analytical solution to simulate the infiltrate process.
Introducing the Boltzmann variable φ = x/t / , we can transform equation () as
where
By the mean value theorem equation () can be written as
where η ∈ (, ). Substituting θ β = ηθ r and θ r = θ β + a into equation (), we obtain
where a is a constant. Integrating equation (), we obtain
. Equation () shows the relationship between the Boltzmann variable φ and the integration function ξ ,
Influenced by a series expansion technique [], we show the analytical solution of the Boltzmann variable as a series
where U i (i = , , , . . . , n) are calculation parameters. Based on zero and θ β , we apply the integer-order derivatives theorem [] to equation (): . Considering this, we construct an approximate relationship between space variable x and water content θ β in both semiinfinite and finite boundaries as
where a L can be solved by comparing equation () and Taylor expansion of equation () based on ξ , t L is the time of the wetting front that arrives at the finite boundary point x = L and can be calculated by substituting
In equation (), the approximations of water profiles for horizontal infiltration are shown as the calculation parameter a varies. When t > t L , we substitute θ r = θ -θ  , θ r = θ β + a, and equation () into equation ():
Substituting equations () and () into (), θ β can be shown as a function of a in a definite space point
and θ = θ  + θ β + a. We take a as
where a j ∈ [a L , ) is a given constant. Then the corresponding θ j can be obtained from equation (). Substituting a = a j and θ j = θ βj + θ  + a j into equation (), we can calculate the value of ∂θ/∂t at x = x d . We apply a polynomial series to approximate the changes
where k = , , , , . . . , n  , and V k can be calculated by the least-squares method. Then the time variable t can be solved:
where θ β is the water content as the wetting front arriving at the boundary point x = L and can be solved from
Numerical simulation
In this section, two examples are shown to confirm the accuracy of the present method. where U i are calculated as n varies from  to .
Compared with the finite element method (FEM), we depict approximations of orders - of φ in Figure  and present relative errors of the th-order solution in Table  .
We obtain that the present approximations are more close to the FEM as order increases from  to  in Figure  , and the maximum relative error is .% in . mm/min / in When t ≥ t L , the fifth-order approximation between the space variable x and water content θ is We observe that the present approximation is agreed with numerical solution, and the maximum relative error of present solution is less than -% in Figure  . In addition, we solve equation () and derive the relationship between the time variable t and water content θ , which shows that the present solution approximates well with the FEM as time increases in Figure  , and the maximum relative error is less than % in Table  .
Example  (van Genuchten model) The hydraulic diffusivity defined by the van Genuchten model [, ] is
where K s is the saturated hydraulic conductivity, H is the water head, and k r is the intrinsic permeability []
where θ R is the residual volumetric water content, θ S is the saturated volumetric water content, α is a parameter related to the mean pore-size, n is a parameter related to the uniformity of the pore-size distribution, and m = -/n. We take the parameters of Glendale 
where first-and second-order approximations of U i are n = :
Compared with the FEM, first-and second-order approximate solutions of φ are presented in Figure  , and the relative errors are shown in Table  .
We observe that the present approximations are closer to the FEM as order varies from  to  in Figure  , and the maximal value of the relative error is -.% in . mm/min / for second-order approximation in Table  . Then the second-order approximation between the space variable x and water content θ is
where U The present solution shown by dotted line approximates well with the FEM shown by solid lines in time simulation in Figure  , and the maximum relative error is -.% in Table  .
Conclusion
In this paper, we analyzed the changes of wetting front position and derived an approximate analytical solution of RE with finite boundaries (). The solid lines in Figure  
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